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Abstract

This paper finds the causal effect that an additional competitor has on
profit margins in the retail gasoline industry by disentangling the entry
and competition decisions through the natural experiment known as
Mexico’s Energy Reform (MER). Additionally, this paper finds that beyond
six competitors, the effect that an additional entrant has on margins is
statistically insignificant. This suggests that in monopolistic competition,
for differentiated goods, relatively few entrants are needed to achieve an
outcome that resembles perfect competition. Previous literature has not
done statistical inference and only used point estimates. My point
estimates suggest that this point is reached whenever there are between
11 and 14 competitors whereas previous findings for undifferentiated
goods suggest the threshold is between three and five.
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Since 2003 the Mexican government has embarked in an ambitious set of
deregulatory measures to Mexico's energy industries. The main objective
was to open to private investment some of the largest energy markets in
the world that were still under state control.

Institutional Context

On December 20, 2013 the Mexican Congress passed a constitutional
amendment that modified five articles regarding the role of the Mexican
State, state-owned enterprises, and private firms in the ownership and
exploitation of energy resources in Mexico. Several other secondary laws
followed for different industries, particularly the fuels industry.

One of the most notable changes occurred in the gasoline industry where 
prices were liberalized at the retail level. Previously, retailers had to charge a 
fixed pan-national price and could only source gasoline from a single 
wholesaler. This setting effectively fixed margins for all retailers across 
the country since any difference between the targeted retail price and the 
international wholesale price would be compensated by the Federal 
variable tax to keep margins constant. Regardless of the number of 
competitors in a given market, retailers were earning the same per 
costumer and could not undercut their competitors

This institutional setting provides a natural experiment to causally identify
different economic effects that are commonly confounded due to
simultaneity issues presented in the entry and competition decisions.
secondary laws followed for different industries, particularly the fuels industry.

Identification strategy: MER as a 
natural experiment

Margin controls, the restriction on sourcing wholesale gasoline, and the
requirement for all gas stations to carry the same brand limited the
ability of firms to compete on other dimensions and created some
distortions, particularly on entry. Densely populated markets (MXCity)
were favored, but now that firms can exert market power they find it
profitable to enter more sparsely populated regions (Yucatán Peninsula).

Regression:

Results

Data:

Conclusions:

Entry and competition are two
processes that in equilibrium determine
the number of firms and margins in any
given market. Failing to control for
simultaneity will result in significantly
biased estimates that will
underestimate the effect of an
additional competitor on margins. For
markets defined as a catchment area of
one kilometer around any gas station, I
find that the effect of entry is
statistically insignificant beyond six
firms. Previous literature has not done
statistical inference on this effect, but
point estimates from Bresnahan and
Reiss (1991) show that, when dealing
with undifferentiated products the
cutoff is between three and five
competitors I find that, for a
differentiated product like gasoline,
the number is between 11 and 14
competitors.
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